In addition to traditional training sessions, we can help you access professional learning when it makes sense for you:

1. **SEDC facilitated UEN courses online**, just for educators in our region.
2. **Tuesday Tech Talks**, 3:30 pm every week.
3. **Self-paced courses on Google Tools, Adobe, Nearpod and more.**
4. **Endorsement courses in EdTech, Instructional Coaching, Gifted & Talented, Reading, Math, Math Specialist and more.**

Here are our **Top 5 EdTech Teacher Tools** - some are new, some are tried and true. The Professional Learning Team at SEDC is here to mentor, model and support your teachers and enable them to maximize student learning & engagement.

**Learn more at sedck12.org/pd**

Adobe

Tap into student creativity at any age with tools from Adobe, from 2nd graders telling their stories with Adobe Spark or your secondary students creating with the same tools as the Pros use for all media. The Adobe Create UT program provides the tools for teachers & students!

**SEDC Professional Learning ‘21–‘22**

We have seen profound changes in educational technology and pedagogy in the past year. Teachers have done an incredible job making this transition, that is undeniable. We would like to enable your teachers to thrive, not just survive, in this new territory.

**Today, ALL teachers should be using an LMS, whether it’s Google Classroom or Canvas.** We can help with onboarding new teachers, helping teachers go beyond simply posting assignments, or going further into instructional video & best practices for instructional design.

**In place of TpT or “Just Google It,” we can point your teachers to reliable and vetted classroom content:**
- Utah’s Online Library
- eMedia for video & lesson plans
- Streamlined student research with Scrible
- Teaching Toolboxes for hands-on materials
- Breakout EDU Boxes to foster the 4C’s of 21st Century Learning
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